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ABSTRACT

Families choose schools; and they choose programs within schools.

Yet the processes, contingencies, and outcomes of families' choices of

schooling have not been systematically examined. In this paper I

review the social science literature on families' choices of schooling.

Treating this choice as a special case of consumer choice, I discuss

the range of options in schooling, the processes of choosing schooling,

and the effects of these choices. Finally, I make some suggestions for

further research on families' choices of schooling.
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Introduction

Families choose schools. t!ost, perhaps, select the publicly-

funded school to which they have been assigned by dint of the location

of their residence. Others, however, through magnet school, adminis-

trative transfer, and desegregation programs, select publicly-funded

schools, such as parochial, military, trade, "free," and community

controlled schools.

Some families also choose school programs. Publicly - funded

school districts across the U. S. offer families sometimes three

or four "mini-schools" within a single neighborhood school from

which to choose.

But how and why families choose schools (and school programs)

remains virtually unexamined by social scientists, as do the effects

of such choice.

Studying the processes, contingencies, and outcomes of families'

choice of schools, however, is important, not only in understanding

how the present educational marketplace works, but also in formulating

and assessing alternatives to the present structure of schoolin0.1

lAn understanding of the full nature of families' consumption of
schooling would be essential in assessing the merits of such proposed
models for the restructuring of schooling as education vouchers (see,
for instance, Center for the Study of Public Policy, 1970; Coons
and Sugarman, 1971), "public schools of choice" (see Fantini, 1970,
1971), alternative, competing school districts (see Clark, 1969; Wray,
1970), and "open schools" -- schools in which students could subcon-
tract their education to competing persons and organizations outside
publicly-funded schools (see Coleman, 1967).



In the first three sections of this paper, I attempt to answer

the question: "why do families 'choose the schools they do?" Section

1 deals with the range of choice options in schoolim!; section

2 examines the processes of family choice in schooling; and section

3 elaborates on the criteria used by families in evaluating and

selecting schools. In section 4 of this paper, I am concerned with

the effects of family choice in schooling. In the final section of

this paper, I comment on further research on family choice in

schooling.

Throughout the paper I dray upon the social science literature on

family choice in schooling, some recent and unpublished case studies

of family choice in schooling, and my own thoughts and experiences.

I helix.- 2 that this paper does provide a more useful framework for

the study of family choice in schooling than previously available.

It is my hope that it also provides some of the groundwork necessary

for a theory of family choice in schooling.
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1. THE RANGE OF CHOICE OPTIONS IN SCHOOLING

The range of options extant in schooling today has never been

systematicall, defined. Critics of the present organization of school-

ing generally presuppose the limitedness of schooling options;

defenders of today's schools point to differences both within and

outside of publicly-funded schooling. Indeed, I believe that it is

a popula-: impression that the number of scilooling alternatives has

proliferated in the last decade.

In this section, I discuss the first two of several determinants

of family choice in schooling to be elaborated on in this paper:

(a) the number and degree of differentiation of products (schooling

alternatives) in the educational marketplace, and (b) various means

(choice mechanisms) by which families may make use of those products.

The Number and Differentiation of Schooling Alternatives

The number and kind of options within and outside of publicly-

funded schooling varies from school district to school district, from

city to city. The schooling alternatives in Eugene, Oregon are con-

siderably different, both in number and in kind, than those in Portland,

Oregon; schooling alternatives in Eugene and Portland are different

than those in Seattle; all of which are different than those in San

Francisco, and so on.

Exactly how many schooling alternatives exist in any riven city,
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or sets of cities, is an empirical question which has generally not

been tackled.2 I would hypothesize, though, that:

. the number of schooling alternatives within cities varies
directly with the size of those cities,

. the number of schooling alternatives within cities varies
directly with the degree of socio-economic heterogeneity
within those cities,

.the number of schooling alternatives within cities varies
directly with the proportion of those cities' populations
which was attending post-secondary schooling, and that

. the number of schooling alternatives within cities varies
significantly by region of the United States.

The differentiation of schooling options has been studiec' even

less than the number of schooling, options (i.e. I am not aware that it

has been studied at all). The number of schooling options may have

nothing to do with the degree of differentiation between schooling

option:_. A small city could have a few highly differentiated publicly-

funded schools and a few highly differentiated non-publicly-funded

schools; a city with many schools could have very monotonous schooling

options within publicly-funded schools and monotonous schooling options

in non-publicly-funded schools (i.e. in a parochial school system

operated by a single religious organization). I would hypothesize,

however, that, as does the number of schooling alternatives, the degree

of differentiation of schooling alternatives varies directly with size

of city, degree of socio-economic heterogeneity, proportion of

2 School districts in a few cities compilL catalogs of alternatives
within their districts; and groups in a number of cities, within the
last few years, have begun to publish "learning resource directories,"
but there has been no attempt (that I know of) to compare these data or
to collect such data from other cities on a systematic basis.
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population attending post-secondary schooling; and that the degree

of differentiation varies significantly by region.3

Choice :techaaisms in Schooling

Writers on family choice in schooling have acknowledged several

ways in which families may select the locus of their children's

schooling. Generally recognized are moving the family residence, and

sending the children to private school (see Pantini, 1971:92; Fuchs,

1969:55; Benson, in Coons and Sugarman, 1971:4; Friedman, 1962:91;

Center for the Study of Public Policy (CSPP), 1970:1-2). Anthony Downs

(1970:266) suggests that parents may

buy entry into suburban schools without moving (in some cases),
or actually move into the jurisdictional area of some other
school within the big-city system or into a suburban system.

Christopher Jencks, in testimony before the U.S. Senate Select Committee

on Equal Educational Opportunity (SC on EEO, 1971:10984) points out

that

a number of school districts in northern New England ... io not
maintain public high schools but instead provide payments to
parents to send their children to either a neighboring high
school or private academies, depending on the parents' choice.

The c:lairer of that committee, Senator Walter !cindale (D=linn), mentions

that native Americans in some states receive Federal monies for their

children's schooling, and can choose whel-^ send it (SC on EEO, 1971:

10984). George Lalloue (1971:144) notes that "dual enrollment permits a

student to select his curriculum from two or more learning centers" and

3 Constructing a good measure of the "degree of differentiation"
between schooling options would most likely be problematic: how does
one quantify the relative differences between a particular 7fontessori
school and a particular publicly-funded school on one hand, and a-particular
storefront school and a particular parochial school on the other?
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"exists in almost every state." Colema (1971:35) suggests an

additional set of means available to families: some cities, he says,

allow free choice at the high school levels. Here, the pupil
has a choice among all schools in the cAty, although schools
are not located to make two schools easily accessible to a
child.

Many of the above mentione,1 authors assume, usually irlplicitly,

that there are few, if any, alternatives within individual schools.

Downs (1971:267) and Fantini (1971:92) state that what little variation

there is within schools is due primarily to chance and personality

variables.

Such is the range of choice mechanisms in schooling mentioned in

the social science literature. without claiming that they are gener-

ally extant in the U.S., or even in more than a few cases, I .:Tould

like to suggest several additional ways in which families may select

the locus of their children's schooling. In Portland, and likely in

other racially heterogeneous cities, it is very easy, indeed encouraged,

for racial minorities (in Portland, Slacks) to go to predominantly-Anglo

schools and vice versa. It has also been possible in at least two

metropolitan areas -- Hartford, Connecticut and Boston -- for inner-

city youth to go to suburban schools. Chicago, Portland, Dallas, and

probably other urban school districts, have "magnet schools' --schools

often, but not exclusively vocational in nature, which students tram

any part of the school district may attend. Most school districts in

Oregon have some form of administrative transfer mechanism, by which

families may send their children to schools other than the ones into

which t}icy are geographically proeLammod; some school disti.cts make
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it very easy to get such a transfer. 4

Options are also available to parents and students, with seemingly

increased frequency in the past few years, within individual schools,

even at an elementary level. Noteable examples are the schools

funded through the National Institute of Education's Experimental

Schools'Program located in Tacona,llashington; Berkeley, California;

Greenville County, South Carolina; Newark, New Jersey; and San Antonio,

Texas, as well as schools in the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity-

financed education voucher experiment in Alum Rock, California. Tt is

my suspicion that, in some schools, parents also may request and re-

ceive room (and thus, teacher) changes for their children.

Two additional choice mechanisms have been either missed or io-

nored in the literature on family choice in schooling. First, parents

may affect the locus of their children's schooling by not sending thcr

to school -- this is the case of the Amish, who will not send their

children to school beyond the eight grade (see Arons, 1972), as well

as those parents who have chosen to educate their children at home,

outside of any school, and those parents (such as migrant farm laborer

parents) who keep their children out of school so that they may work

and earn money vital to the families' survival. According to a pair

of recent newspaper articles (Keller, 1973a, 1973b), a small but in-

creasing number of families in the Northwest are pulling their children

out of publicly-funded schools and either educating them at home or

4
During the 1971-1972 school year, almost 2000 such transfers

were granted in major Oregon school districts. In four out of the
five largest districts in Oregon, more than 30% of the transfer requests
received were approved (I:Milian, Sonnenfeld, and Jansen, 1972:6-7).
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forming "family schools." One particular group, the National Parents

League, "fed up with 'paganism and permissiveness' in the public schools,"

has established 40 such "family schools," half of them in Oregon and

Washington (Keller, 1973a).5

Second, children may themselves choose not to 70 to school, or

to go to school for only part of the day or cart of the year. That many

students choose to do this is evident not only from high drop-out rates,

but also from low average daily attendance figures (see Nagle, 1971).

And there is some evidence to suggest that these, too, are very rational.

choices: the 1957 U.S. Office of Education study on school drop -outs

(USOE, 1957) suggests that most students who had dropned out in the

period studied (1951-1954) had dropped out due to economic necessity.

There is also evidence which indicates that additional years of

schooling makes little difference in the earning capacity of some

groups of people -- i.e. non-Anglos (see Weiss, 1970; Hanoch, 1967;

Harrison, 1:)71; :chaelson, 1968): perhans schooling isn't the best

investment a young non-Anglo person can make for herself or himself.

In summary, then, the following types of ways in which families

may take advantage of schooling alternatives are extant in schooling

today:

1. Choice of alternatives within geogranhically assigned
publicly-funded school. Parents may affect the locus of
their children's schooling by either (a) altering the
room (and teacher) assignments of their children, or
(b) selecting one of several subprograms for their children.

5 For a more lengthy and extremely interesting discussion of
the idea and rationality of parents selecting education for their
children by not sending them to school, see West, 1970:212-218.



2. Transfer, part-time or full-time, to another school in same
publicly-funded school district. Without moving, parents
may (a) enroll their children in dual enrollment programs
(part-time in another school), or (b) enroll their children
full-time in a school other than the one within whose area
they fall. This would include magnet school, administrative
transfer, and desegregation programs.

3. Transfer to a school in another publicly-funded school
district. Uithout moving, parents may have their children
attend a school in a district other than in the one in which
they reside. This would include both rural to urban tuition
exchange schemes and urban to suburban desegregation schemes.

4. Transfer to a non-publicly-funded school. Parents may send
their children to a school or schools outside of the public
school systems.

5. !-ove place of residence to another part of same publicly-
funded school district.6

6. Move residence to another publicly-funded school district.6

7. In school/out of school. Parents may decide not to send
their children to school; children may decide not to go to
school.

Factors Affecting the Range of Choice Options Actually Available to
Families

Schooling alternatives are available to families on a diff-

erential basis. The CSPI' (1970:1-2), H. Levin (1968:34), Ginzberg

(1971:379), Benson (in Coons and Sugarman, 171:4), and Friedman

(1962:91), among others, suggest that poor people and some racial and

ethnic minority groups have a severely limited range of schooling

alternatives available to them -- poor people can afford neither to

send their children to private schools nor to pay for housing and

property taxes in those areas with "better" publicly-funded schools;

Either of these could be accomplished without the family ever
having to move: it is general knowledge that some students (notably
athletes) change their residence, and thus the school where they
attend, by moving in with (or telling school officials that they have
moved with) friends or relatives.
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information and transportation costs also are a treater burden for

poor people than for wealthier people. Non-Anglos are limited even

further in their options by their even lower incomes and by their

exclusion from certain residential neighborhoods and certain schools.

Some families may have more choice options than other families

due to admissions criteria. As Arons (1971:347-349), Ginzberg (1971:

378), and Coons and Sugarman (1970:27) point out, admissions policies

(especially at non-publicly-funded schools) may discriminate aaainst

people not of certain religious sects, races, or "levels of intelli-

gence." (Although non -Anlos are often discriminated against in school

admissions, in some cases they actually are discriminated for: in

Portland, for instance, resnonding to pressures to desegregate, the

publicly-funded city school district has placed persOns in the

commur.Thy t.) solicit Blacks to transfer to predominantly-Anglo

schools.)

Policies which require families to defend their requests for

admission into schools or classrooms may restrict the choice options

of some families. According to Partington (1970:43, 44) the

eloquent and persistent parent, literate and persuasive, whc
understands the official mind, who knows how to find out for
himself what his rights are, is more likely than any other
Parent to have his way, without necessarily having a stronger
case than his more reticent neighbor.

Sonnenfeld (1972:30) speculates that people with lesser amounts of

schooling likely cannot wage as effective an argument with school ad-

ministrators (over obtaining an administrator transfer) as could persons

with greater amounts of schooling.

Transportation policies also may restrict options available to

some families. School districts may, for instance, provide bussing only

to "n-*.Thbohood schools," and then only students living greater thaw a

curtain distance from those schools.



2. TUE PROCESSES OF FAMILY CHOICE IN SCHOOLPIO

In this section I rough out a model of family choice-making in

schooling, building on the framework of a general, decision-process

model of consumer behavior developed by Engel, Kollat, and Blackwell_

(1963). The present model is, of course, subject to empirical verifi-

cation and modification.

Engel, Kollat, and Blackvrell's Model

The decision-process model of consumer behavior developed by En,,e1,

Kollat, and Blackwell (hereinafter referred to as EK&B) "consists of

five processes linked in a seque,-:ce: (1) problem recognition, (2) alt-

ernative evaluation -- internal search, (3) alternative evaluation --

external search, (4) purchase, antl (5) outcomes" (EK&B, 1973:46). (See

Figur 1.)

Insert Figure 1 About Here

The consuming unit in EK&B's model must (1) recognize a discrep-

ancy between the reality of its situation and its ideals for that

situation before it has any motivation to alter the situation. Once

such a discrepancy -- a "problem" -- has been recognized, the consuming

unit may feel a need to (2 and 3) identify and evaluate alternative
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courses of action. Satisfied that, at least given the circumstances,

it is knowledgeable enough to make a decision, the consuming unit (4)

decides whether to purchase or not to purchase, where the purchase shall

be made, and in the case of multiple brands, which brand shall be pur-

chased. But (5) matters do not cease once such a decision is made:

"perceived doubt about the wisdom of the action can trigger a search

for information to justify the decision; and the outcomes may

change circumstances sufficiently to serve as a stimulus for further

behavior" (EktB, 1963:49).

Family choice in schooling, being a special case of consumer choice,

is easily fitted into the framework of EnB's model: (1) families

recognize discrepancies between the schooling which their children are

receiving (or are scheduled.to receive) and the schooling which they

would prefer; (2 and 3) they search for and evaluate alternative ways

of resolving this discrepancy; (4) they select a school; and (5) they

experience the consequences of, and reevaluate, their decision.

Active v. Passive Choice in Schooling

Before proceeding, I must distinguish beteen "active" and "passive"

choice in schooling, for it is with active choice in schooling that I am

primarily concerned in this paper.

I believe it reasonable to contend that families select schools for

their children either actively or passively. Passive choices are de-

fined as those situations in which families do not consider more than

one schooling alternative in selecting schools for their children. bn

example of passive choice in schooling is families automatically sending

their children to their local "neighborhood school." Active choices are

defined as those situations in which families select a school for their
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children only after serious consideration of multiple schooling

alternatives.

I assume that there would be no active choice in schooling (a)

if all families with children in school were satisfied with those school

situations, (b) if families with children entering school had no reason

not to send their children to the nearE,st, least expensive (probably

publicly-funded) school, or (c) if all schools were the same. Cer-

tainly, however, there is dissatisfaction with schools, and there is

product variation in the educational marketplace; hence, I believe that

at least some families at any given time are making active rather

than pessive choices. (_.IDS!: families prDbably make both kinds of

choices, the particular kind varying from year to year as familial

and environmental circumstances change.) 7

Precipitants of Active Family Choice in Schooling

What, then, brings families to the point of seriously consideri31g

multiple schooling alternatives for their children? Two things, I be-

lieve, are necessary for this to happen. First, families must recog-

nize that their present schooling situation (or the situation they

normally would have selected for the children) is not what they desire

(or can afford) -- this is the process of "problem recognition." And

second, families must have an expectation that there is a reasonable

probability that they could do something about the dissatisfactory

situation if they attended to it. Let us consider each of these

7
I do not attempt in this paper to address the empirical ques-

tion of defining exactly when a given family is making an active or a
passive choice of schooling. Answering such a question does have its
difficulties -- e.g. arriving at an acceptable definition of when a
family consider8 schooling alternatives "seriously" enough to call that
consideration "active choice."
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necessary conditions in some depth.

Problem Recognition in Family Choice in Schooling. I consider the

problem recognition process in two types of cases: where families are

(passively) consuming schooling at the time of problem recognition; and

where families, because they have recently moved, or because their chi1lreI7

are just entering the first arade, are not yet consuming schooling. In

the for,:::er type, families are changing their consumption; in the latter

type, families are establishing their consumption of schooling.

For families who are consuming schooling at the time of problem recog-

nition, problem recognition leads to the consideration of schools other Clan

the schools which their children are attending at the time. By de-

finition, it is assumed that before problem recognition families were

relatively satisfied with the schooling they were consuming -- i.e.

that the schooling being consumed was the best possible for that

family, given family preferences, resources, and market constraints.

"Problem recognition," then, implies that something has occured to

cause the family to question whether or not the schooling they are

consuming at that time really is the best possible schooling they

could obtain, given their constraints. Any one or a combination of

the following things may happen:

I. The quality of schooling at the schools where families
originally consumed schooling may decline. The quality of
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schooling at a particular school may decline (a) as
the quality of schooling inputs (i.e. the amount of
money allocated to the school, the average exper-
ience of the teaching staff, the average education of
the teaching staff, the teacher-student ratio, the
condition of the physical plant, the socio-economic
composition of the student population, etc.) declines,
or (b), in a relative sense, as the quality of school-
ing inputs at alternative suppliers of schooling
increases.

2. The costs of schooling at the original schools may rise.
The costs of schooling at a particular school may in-
crease (a) as the direct monetary costs (tuition,
property taxes, incidental fees, transportation fees,
etc.) rise, (b) as the indirect monetary costs (i.e.
loss of potential earnings while in school, trans-
portation costs) rise, or (c) as the social costs
(decreased immediate enjoyment of life; decreased
future enjoyment, status, etc.) rise. The cost of
schooling at a particular school also (d) may change
in.a relative sense (i.e. if the costs of schooling
at alternative suppliers decreased).

3. Families' perceptions of the quality/cost of schooling
at the original schools may change. Through (a)
access to new information sources and through (b)
knowledgeability of greater amounts of information,
families' perceptions of the quality/cost of schooling
at a prticular school may change. This increased
information may also cause families to become aware
of alternative sources of schooling with either
greater quality for the same cost or lower cost for the
same quality.

4. The quality of schooling preferred by families may rise.
Families' schooling preferences may change (a) as they
perceive a change in the needs of the children, (b)
as they change their idea of what philosophy or style
of schooling is best for the children, (c) as their
aspirations for the children's schooling change, (d) as
the parents' social or status aspirations change, (e) as
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parents' or children's reference groups change, or
(f) as the family becomes aware of new schooling op-
tions.

5. Families' ability to meet the costs of schooling may
increase or decrease. Families' ability to neet the
costs of schooling may change (a) as the family life-
cycle chanRes (i.e. as the parents earn more, as there
become more children), or (b) as the family decides
to put a greater or lesser portion of their total
income into schooling rather than other Roods and ser-
vices.

For families who are not yet consuming schooling, problem

recognition takes on different characteristics. Rat1.er than callinc!

Previous consumption of schooling into question, problem reco,,--

-ition calls into question expected consumption. Families with

children entering first grade and families who have just moved, I

hypothc e, "normally" send their children to the nearest,

:_east costly school (i.e. the publicly-funded "neighborhood

school") -- thus selecting schooling passively -- unless there are

reasons not to. These reasons would be such as the quality of

schooling at the nearest school being too low; the costs of schoolinR

at that school. being too high; or the style of schooling ridt

meeting their preferences. In other words, for families T.7110 are

not yet consuming schooling, "problem recognition" is the recognition

that the schooling supplied at the nearest school is not in accordance

with their demand.
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This second type of problem recognition most likely harnens as

the family obtains greater information concerning the nature of school-

ing at t.iat nearest school. Information which leads to problem recog-

nition may come from (a) friends, (b) neighbors, (c) colleagues, (d)

school personnel, (e) school public relations materials, (f) the ne,s

media, or (g) parents' visits to the school.

We now have an inventory of precipitants of active family choice

in schooling. Problem recognition may result from. the occurance of

any one of these precipitants; it seems plausible, however, that the

probability of problem recognition being "triggered' "' increases consider-

ably with the occurance of each additional precinitant. In most cases,

problem recognition, in family choice in schooling probably occurs over

a period of time rather than instantaneously.

The particular occurence(s) leading to active family choice in

schooling are important in that not only do they initiate the whole

choice process, but they also help determine the particular course of

that process. If, for instance, a family is seeking and evaluating

schools because they feel that their child is being alienated by the

educational philosophy of the school she or he is attending, they are

likely to be extraordinarily conscious of educational philosophy as

they search; further, they are likely to seek a philosophy other than

the one of the present school.
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And after problem recognition? Problem recognition is a necessary,

but not sufficient, condition for the initiation of active family

choice in schooling. This is true for at least three reasons:

(1) The magnitude of some problems families become aware of

may not be great enough to motivate them to do anything about the

problems -- it might cost families more to do somethi-,, about

the Problems than it would for them to "live with the problems."

(2) Some families do not have adequate resources 1.7ith which

to do anything about problems, even if they are aware of those problems --

e.g. inner-city residents may be aware of the relatively poor quality

of schooling in many of their publicly-funded schools, but may

not have the time or the financial or political resources to do

much a'.,out it. If a family has no expectation of being able to

do something about a problem, why should it proceed any further?

(3) Using Hirschman's (1970) terminology, families nay not

attempt to "exit" unless they have failed, or expect to fail, in

attempts to "voice" -- in other words, once families have perceived

a problem with the schooling they are consuming, they may remain

at that school and attempt to remedy the situation before they
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actively search for alternative suppliers of schooling.8

This then, is the first process of family choice in schooling:

the "D, blem-recognition" process. Families are (or are not) now activ-

ly involved in the choice-making process. Once involved, families

go through two additional processes before making a choice of

schools: they identify a range of schooling alternatives from whi&I

they can make that choice (this identification may or may not involve

external search), and they evaluate those alternatives.

3Two things should be noted about exit and voice. First, voice
can be prohibitively expensive for poor and non-Anglo people. As Areen
and Jencks (1971:50) state, "mounting an effective campaign to
change local public schools takes an enormous amount of time, energy,
and money . . . few parents have the political skill or commit-
ment to solve their problems this way."

Second, the loyalty, or commitment, of a family to each of its
members, to their children's schools, and to their neighborhood
could play an important in determining how quick that family
is to attempt to leave a less than satisfactory school situation.
Hirschman (1970:53) writes that "the importance of loyalty . . . is

that it can neutralize within certain limits the tendency of the
most quality conscious customers or members to be the first to exit."
Putting this in the context of schooling, one would postulate that,
to the degree that they are loyal to each other more so than to their
schools or to their neighborhood, a family will tend to more readily
move out of those school situations or that neighborhood.

For a further explication of the implications of exit, voice,
and loyalty, see Hirschman (1970).
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The Search Process in Family Choice in Schooling

According to ,EK&B (1973:375),

Following the recognition of a problem, the consumer engages in
internal search and alternative evaluation. Relying exclusively
on information from past experiences, the consumer uses exist-
ing attitudes to identify and evaluate alternative solutions
to the problem.

Internal search and evaluation can produce three different tynes
of outcomes. First, if the process produces satisfactory
results, the consumer may forego external search and proceed to
the purchasing process stage. Second, internal search may
convince the consumer that there is no viable way of solving
the Problem and so the process may halt. The third and final
tv'e of outcome is that the consumer decides to engage in
external search and alternative evaluation.

In external search,

the consumer uses various sources of external information, such
as mass media, personal sources, and marketer-dominated sources
(advertisements, dealer visits and so on), to learn about
the number of alternative solutions to the perceived problem,
the characteristics and attributes of these alternatives,
and their relative desirability.

The extent of the search process. 'ffiether or not a consuming

unit enters into external search, and how long it continues it,

say EK&B (1973:376), depends on the perceived costs and benefits

of the process, as well as on the risks involved. Thus we might

expect

families who have just gone through the choice-making
process (and were going through it again);

families who cannot afford the cos,:, of external search;
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families to whom the expected benefits of external search
are not great; and

'families w.ho perceive smaller risks in selecting schools

not to prolong (if enter. into) external search. Families who have

just come through the choice process probably have a considerable

amount of information still on hand (unless, of course, they have

moved in the interim). External search likely is relatively expensive

for some families -- e.g. large families, poor families, relatively

isolated families (such as rural families), and those families who

have just moved -- and thus less likely to occur. Other families --

i.e. those with the least valuation of schoolin, and those vho per-

ceived the least amount of differentiation between schooling alter-

natives -- may not see many reasons to Prolong the search process.

Some (sce,for instance, Ginzberg, 197]:179) speculated that

poor parents lack a sufficiently high valuation of schooling to male

"informed judgements" concerning choice of schools. Data concerninr,

the socio-economic distribution of the valuation of schooling, how-

ever, are inconclusive. Coons and Sugarman (1971:16), though admitting

the roughness of their measure, cite the fact that poor school districts

"often tax themselves at a higher rate than do richer school districts"

as evidence that poor people are at least as quality-conscious in

regard to schooling As pro w1Drilthicr people. Butler, et al. (1969:27)
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report that familLn, regardles of-socio-economic
status, race, or'''

urban/suburban .e3idence, would prefer "a neighborhood with a better

than average sch.iol system but higher than average tax rate" (78 per

cent) to a "nei'lborhood with a lower than average tax rate, but

worse than ave,zige school system" (15 per cent).

External sources of information. Information about schooling.

options may be available to families from a number of sources:

from neighbors, friends, and colleagues;

from the direct experience of the children (either children
who used to go, or children who are still going to a
particular school);

from the direct experience of the parents (i.e. visits to
the schools);

from testing information provided by the schools or school
district;

from other information provided by the schools or school
district;

from the mass media.

The information-utilizing capacity of any given family is

likely to depend both on how much information that family obtains and

on its ability to comprehend that information. The number of sources

of information a family has access to, in turn, is probably d:Ipendent

upon the income, social class, and race of the family; the length of

the family's residence in the neighborhood; and the extent of schools'

and school districts' information programs. Some information is

costly -- both in terms of time and in terms of money ,--. and thus
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less available to poorer people and those who work longer and more rigid

hours; other information is available only to people with "connections"

in the "right" places--it is generally lower class people who do not have

access to privileged sources; and some sources of Information are more

closed for non-Anglo families than for Anglo families (this being a

function of both social class and race). The length of a family's

residence in a neighborhood is important for obvious reasons--the

longer a family resides in an area (up to a point), the more knory-

lf,dgeable that family will be concerning the school options in that

area. Wilder, et al. (1963, cited in CSPP, 1971:11093) studied the

impact of the extent of school districts' information programs in

several East Coast cities. They found that "en absence of school-

structured information activities had virtually no impact on the

knowledge of middle-class parents" while significantly reducing tha

knowledgeability of poor parents.

A family's ability to cmprehend information is likely dependeni-

upon both the quality of that information and on the amount of formed.-

or informal education the family has had. There seems to be general

agreement in the literature on family choice in schooling that not only

is extant information about schooling options available to families

sparse, but also it is of poor quality (see Downs, 1970:264 -293; 1971:

11088-11113; Ginzberg, 1971 :373 -389). 1 suspect that better educated
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families are better able to comprehend information about schooling

options (how well educated a family is, however, is not necessarily

correlated with the number of years of schooling members of the family

have had).

A

The total amount of information about schooling options that

families have, then, is dependent upon the extent of the external

search, the amount of stored information recalled, the number of

information sources extant, and the number of information sources

utilized,

The Evaluation of Schooling Alternatives

Having sought out and identified a number (perhaps one) of

schooling alternatives, how do families evaluate the various alter-

natives? Several factors may be involved:

the relative valuation of sources of information;

the evaluative criteria used in comparing the alternatives;

the relative weighting of those criteria;

' the relative importance of schooling and other goods and
services; and

the family decision-making process.

The relative valuation of sources of information. EK&B (1968:408-

411) identify a number of factors which may be involved in the relative
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valuation of various sources of information. Tney note that

(1.) Generally . consumers will use the mass media to learn
about the availability and attributes of alternatives,
and personal sources to evaluate the alternatives. . .

(2.) Unless the consumer is sufficiently confident of the
validity of information obtained from a source, he is
not likely to use the information even if it has a high
predictive value. . .

(3.) Different acquisition costs may be involved in obtaining
information from different sources . . . it appears that
consumers prefer that source which involves the least cost
and effort in order to collect the desired information. . .

(4.) The amount and type of risk perceived by the consumer
affects the specific information sources that are utilized
. . . the importance of personal sources generally increases
as the cost of the item purchased increases. . .

(5.) Certain characteristics of the decision-making unit affect
the types of sources used in making decisions. For example,
personal sources are typically less effective than others
if the consumer is socially isolated . There is also
evidence that the more the husband and wife's friends
constitute separate social networks, the greater will be the
influence of those friends relative to other sources.
Finally, in those situations where the decision-makinf3
process is performed independently by both parties, or
by one spouse alone, personal sources will be more
important than when other role structures exist.

From this I expect that, to the degree that families have a hicai

valuation of schooling, they value personal (as opposed to mass media)

sources in evaluating schooling alternatives. EK&B's hypothesized

factors also lead me to predict that, in situations of tension or

conflict between various community groups and schools, members of those

community groups would tend to disbelieve information distributed by
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the schools, while tending to emphasize information sunplied by

members of their own groups.

Some social scientists believe that the social class of the

family making a choice cf schooling options is important in deter-

mining the relative valuation of information sources. They believe,

as Frican (in Haynard, 1967) puts it, that "the rich are always

the tastemakers." Jencks reiterates this point in testimony before

the U. S. Senate Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity

(SC on EEO, 1971:11010): "the perception of a good school in the

poor people's eyes," he contends, "is the school rich people want."

The only bit of empirical evidence concerning the relative va3uation

of information sources in family choice in schooling comes from the

Southeast Alternatives Experimental Schools project in "Anneapolis.

Sederberg and Alkire (1972:25) report data indicating that parents felt

that they had given more weight to information published and distri-

buted by the public schools than information obtained from friends and

neighbors.
9

91t should be noted that the SEA Exlierimental Schools project had
only bea in operation for one year prior to the survey in which these
data were collected. One possible explanation of the weight parents
gave to public school-originated information in this case is that the
programs were so new that, in fact, nobody but the public schools
knew much about the available schooling alternatives.
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The evaluative criteria used in comparing schooling alternatives.

The evaluative criteria which families use in cbmparing scilooling

alternatives likely vary in both relative strength and nurber. Fami-

lies may use one or more of the following criteria: distance f.I.om

home to school; cost and availability of transportation from home to

school; proximity of schools to after-school child care; safety of the

route from home to school; the school's program; the quality of the

school's teaching staff; the teacher-student ratio; the nature of the

school's student body; the nature of the school's physical plant; the

"feel" of the school; monetary cost (tuition, fees, etc.)

school; how many of the children's friends and siblings attend the

school; and others. Little is known about which of these

criteria are in fact used by families, or about the relative imuortancc

of these criteria to familiesl°

EK&B see the evaluative criteria as being elements of an "alter-

native comparison process," in which evaluative criteria are con-

trasted with product characteristics, resulting in a set of "accentalple"

alternatives and a set of "unacceptable" alternatives (EK&B, 1963:451),

(See Figure 2.)

10%'hat evidence there is concerning the use and weighting of these
criteria is reviewed in section 3 of this paner.
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Insert Figure 2 About Here

am.

The relative importance of schooling and other goods and services.

The relative importance of schooling and other goods and services may

be significant in that if schooling has less importance, the family

may prefer to put its energy (or financial) resources into more

important goods and services. (In fact, as I mention in the first

section of this paper, if schooling has a negative marginal utility

for a particular family (as it may for non-Anylos), the family may

very rationally decide not to send its children to school at all.)

The family decision-making process. Also of concern in the

alternative evaluation process is the relative influence of family

members -- to what degree, for instance are the children influential

in the evaluation? The amount of influence children have probably

varies considerably between families. However, I hypothesize that

the amount of influence that children have in the evaluation of

schooling alternatives increases as the age of the children increases.

Data from Minneapolis tend to support this hypothesis: at an elemen-

tary level, 76 per cent of .the sample of expeiimental school.parenes
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respondeCtUat they had had the most influence in deciding which school

their children would attend -- only 16 percent resnonded that 'their

children had had The most influence; at the high school level, only

32 per cent of the parents responded that they had had the most in-

fluence (Sederberg and Alkire, 1972:23, 88).

Purchasing Processes in Family Choice in Schooling

The fourth process in EK&B's model of consumer behavior is the

purchasing process (see Figure 1). Families at this point have com-

pleted (at ie,,st temporarily) their search for schooling alternatives,

and, having evaluated the various alternatives, have accumulated a set

of "acceptable" alternatives and a set of "unacceptable" alter-

natives. (Either of these sets may contain all or none oT. the

school alternatives considered.) EK&B sugges.: (1968:445) that

Purchasing processes produce two major types of outcomes --
"purchase" or "halt." A purchase may occur when the consumer
finds ,r,n alternative that satisfies his evaluative criteria.
The process may halt because there are no alternatives that
satisfy the evaluative criteria or because the consumer
cannot find them . .

Presumably, families select that schooling alternative (possibly

the school situation they are presently in) which maximizes the

net benefits to them. If time and energy are the primary costs of

choice-making, and those costs are high, families may select the

schooling options which they can select most quickly. Families
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who see little difference between eL7-Joling options or who feel

schooling to be relatively unimportant may make such Oecisions. If

the costs of changing schools (i.e. costs of psychological adjust-

ment, plus aiditional transportation, tuition and fee costs, if any)

are greater than the perceived benefits of changing, then the choic

may; be made to'IontinUe at the original school.

EK&B mention (1968:447) that the purchasing process may be

confounded as the consumer enters into the store: some aspect of the

store environment may alter the purchase decisions held by the con-

sumer before entering the store. The purchasing act in schooling may

be said to take place in that place (usually in the school or school_

district office) where parents officially enroll their children in

schools. If, at this point, parents get into a heated discussion wit-1-,

the school principal, they may decide not to enroll their kids in that

school after all.

Post-Purchase Behavior in Family Choice in Schooling

Consumer behavior does not necessarily end with the purchase of

a product: consumers may evaluate the product as they use it and may

also search for other products. Such continued evaluation or search

may result in "postdecision dissonance" (EK&B, 1968:506). Pest-

decision doubts are likely to occur when
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1. The decision is important to the individual in terms of its
psychological significance to him, financ'.i.al c7Itlays, and
so on. In other words, he becomes committed to his
choice and finds little opportunity to reverse the
decision that has been made.

2. The alternatives not chosen have desirable features.

3. A number of desirable alternatives are available.

4. Available alternatives are qualitatively dissimilar -- that
is, each has some desirable unique features (referred to
in the terminolocy of dissonance theory as low "cognitive
overlap").

5. Perception and thought about unchosen alternatives is
undertaken as a result of free will (volition) with little
or no outside applied pressure. If pressure is applied,
the individual will do what he is forced to do without
letting his own point of view or preference really be
challenged.

cr when an "individual's expectations regarding the nroduct are not

confirmed or fulfilled" (EK&B, 1968:512).

In schooling, once families have selected a school many of them

may evaluate the quality of their purchases: are they getting what

they thought t'-iey were going to get? Are they satisfied with what

they are getting? To what degree are their ideals not being met?

A nee- affirmative answer to any of these questions could lead to

dissonance, and, in turn, to dissonance-reducing behavior.

EK&B2suggest that consumers may attempt to decrease dissonance by

(1) "increasing the perceived attractiveness of the chosen alternative

and /or dewngrding the desirability of thoe that were not chosen";
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(2) "concluding that all alternatives are essentially identical, even

though this was not felt to be true during prepurchase deliberations";

or (3) "searchg for additional information that presumably serves

to confirm the wisdom of the choice" (EK&B, 1968:507-500.

If the dissonance isn't reduced, the entire choice-process

may start once again. It seems logical, however, that the choice

process does not go on in endless cycles; at some point "choice-

fatigue" must ba(:ome so great that the costs in terms of nersonal

frustration, time and energy drive the family from makinn any

further choices or changes.11

I have now completed sketching out a model of the processes of

family choice in schooling. I have considered the (1) problem

renognition, (2) search, (3) alternative evaluation, (4) purchase,

and (5) postpurchase processes in family choice in schoolim,,

11 Choice-fatigue may induce families to attempt , for the
first time, or again, to change the dissatisfactory situation from whi-
they had been trying to escape. Of course such actions may lead to,
or may be preempted by "voice-fatigue" -- trying to change the situation
with few or no perceived results. Cf. Hirschman, 1970.
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3. CRITERIA IN FAIIILIES' SELECTION OF SCHOOLS

The social science literature suggests four tyres of criteria

which may be used by families in their evaluation and selection of

schooling alternatives. These are criteria related to the location of

the school, the school proeram, the school environment, and the

monetary costs of attending the school.

Location of the School

Several aspects of schools' location may be Important to families

choosing. schools: the distance from home to school, the safety of

the route from home to school, and the proximity of the school to

after-school child care. A number of authors cite the distance of tho.

school from the home as being the most important criterion in family

choice in schooling. The CSPP (1970:4), for instance, asserts that

"most parents will . . . choose schools near their homes even if they

have a much wider range of choices." The National Education Finance

Project (NEFP, 1971:40), Rhodes (1972:1), Kamman (1972:38), Downs (197C:

288), and Havighurst (1972:50) make similar statements. Jencks

(SC on EEO, 1;71 :!'988) qualifies such a conclusion: "If people really

perceive a difference between schools," he testifies, "most of

them seem to prefer the school which is supposed to be better, even

if it is not in the neighborhood . . . a lot depends on the degree to
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which the schools become different from one another." The distance

from home to school may increase in importance to the decree that

additional transportation costs are incurred.

Empirical evidence is sparse. Some of it tends to substantiate

opinions such as the CSPP's; other of it, however, seems to point

in different directions. Jerdee and Rosen (1973), in a simulation of

choice in schooling involving upper-middle class Anglos, found a

45-minute bus ride to be considerably more important than either the

socio-economic composition of the student body or the difference

between traditional and innovative teaching. Biederman (1972:497),

in a study of the choice-making behavior of Black families in a Southern

freedom of choice school district, found the perceived difference in

distance to the Anglo and to the Black schools to be important

in the desegregate/non-desegregate decision-making process -- families

generally selecting the school perceived to be closer; the difference

in distance perceived, however, was highly correlated with degree of

alienation, leaving the significance of this finding unclear.

Weinstein and Geisel (1962:25), in another study of Black family

choice-making behavior in a freedom of choice school district, found

that desegregating families often gave as their chief reason for

desegregating their perception that the Anglo school was closer than

the Black school.
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Reporting about family choice in the Alum 'lock voucher experiment,

ecklenberger (1972:24) states that 95 per cent of the parents chose

their "neighborhood" schools.I2 In the first of its five yearq, tho

:linneapolis Experimental Schools project reports that 74 per cent

of the students in the project attended schools in their original

attendance areas. The school located in the central of three

attendance areas, however, drew 45 per cent of its students from

outside of its attendance area (11awitsch, 1972:5, 6). Dyl:e

(1972:16-19), in first year evaluation of Rochester, New, York's

urban-suburban pupil transfer program, notes that 27 per cent of

those urban studentqwho wished that they went to the city school

near their home (47 per cent of all the urban students so wished)

did so because they could walk to school, because they didn't like

the bus ride, or because tie school was closer.

In actuality, families mi0.t have hierarchies of distance pre-

ferences: Clari. and Rushton (1970:491), two economic geographers,

120ne reason why there may have been little movement between
neighborhoods in Alum Rock is that each school has within it
several, often strikeingly different, alternatives: families with
diverse needs may have been able to find schooling alternatives
suitable to them without having to go to different schools.
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contend that "consumers who have not chosen the nearest place do not

shor any tendency to choose among the ether alternatives on the

basis of difference." Later (Clark and Rushton, 1970:496), they

qualify this, postulating the existence of "spatial indifference

zones" -- zones within which consumers would be indifferent to

differences :n distance.

Several additional location-related factors (at an elementary

level only) are suggested by Sonnenfeld (1972). in a study of family

choice in the Eugene, Oregon publicly-funded schools: traffic between

home and ochool, safety of route to school, and proximity of school to

after-school child care. Sonnenfeld also reports that, for families

who had recently moved, distance may have become less important

relative to other criteria: some such families requested adminis-

trative transfers for their children to the "neighborhood school"

in the area from which they had just moved; these requests were,

according to parents "so that children could be with their friends"

or because "s-Ye didn't want our children to have to change schools just

because we moved."

School 1,rogram

The nature of the school program, particularly the school's general

pedagogical approach, the existence of unique course offerings and

the quality of the teaching staff, is central to family choice in

schooling.

V
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Sonnenfeld (1972) concludes that, at the secondary level, schools'

programs (and general environment) were of primary importance in

parents' requests for transfers out of or into particular schools., Kel-

ler (1972), reporting about a mass exodus of parents from one particular

inner-city high school in Portland, notes among other things that

parents feel the school offers a watered down curriculum . . .if

test results, welfare rolls, and dropout rate are any indication,
Jefferson needs . . extra help more than any school in the
city . . Jefferson has had four principals since 1968. Teae.er
turnover is also high.

School programs seem to have made a significant impact on parental choice

of schools in Minneapolis, also. 59 per cent of the parents in Southeast

Alternatives reported to the school district that the most important

factor in their school selection was the school's program (sederberg and

Alkire, 1972;22). Further evidence of the importance of school program

in Minneapolis is provided by Rawitsch (1972:8; 1973:2), who reports that

the "most structured elmentary option in the Experimental Schools

project area" was the only school which lost students; other, "les.-

structured schools" each recorded net gains in the number of students attend-

ing them. Similarly in Alum Rock, over 60 per cent of parents in

the voucher program opted for new and non-traditional programs --

in spite of the fact that over 95 per cent of them continued to send

their children to their "neighborhood" schools (Education Summary, 1972).
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In the Rochester, New York urban-suburban pupil transfer program

Although the stated purpose of the program war the reduction
of racial isolation, only one parent indicated this was her reason
for enrolling her child in the program. The majority claimed
their children were participants becuase they felt the suburban
schools offered better educational opportunities (Dyke, 1972:49).

Three psychological factors may influence parents' nerception of

school quality. Binderman (1972:497) found alienation and 'Helings of

poerlessness to affect Black Parents' perception of the differences in

quality between Black and predominantly-Anglo schools -- he implies that

parents with higher levels of alienation saw fewer differences between

the type of schools. _;bodes (1970:14-15), in a pilot study of

parental preferences concerning various levels of school finance, found

that the educational expectations of the parents (the parents were parents

of children attending a Wisconsin kindergarten) fcr the children

were unrelated to the level of school finance they preferred:

there vas no relationship between the parent.'s estimate of how
much education their child would receive and the concept of
educational institution designed to meet the need. Parents
seemed to be saying that their child may not be the brightest and
may not go the furthest in formal educaiton but their child
deserved the best education possible.

School Environment

The nature of the student body, siblings' and friends' attendance

at the school,. the general atmosphere of the school, and the school's

physical plant all are included in the third fype"of criteria -- in the social

and physical environment of the school -- which families may use in
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evaluating and selecting schools.

Jerdee and Rosen (19n)found that, for the Anglo upper-middle

class parents which they studied, socio-economic composition of the

student body was less important than a 45-minute bus ride to school, but

more important than the difference between traditional and innovative

teaching styles. The NEFF (1971:40) contends that

observations and interviews indicate that parental judgements with
regard to schools tend to be based largely on what they know
about the clientele attending a school rather than knowledge of
the nature and quality of the educational program.

Whether or not siblings attend the same school may make a difference

to f4r4.1ies, The NEFF (1971:40) posits that "if they have more than one

child, it is likely that few parents will select different schoolc for

each of their children." Empirical evidence regarding the influence of

siblings' attendance at the same school is available from three sources.

The chief reason that non-desegregating Black families said they had

made such a choice, according to Weinstein and Geisel (1962:26), was

one of not wanting to separate their children. Recent evidence from

the voucher experiment in Alum Rock indicates that over 25 per

cent of the families with more than one child in voucher program

schools chose different mini-schools for their children (? iecklenberger,

1972). In Minneapolis' Experimental Schools project, 11 per cent of

families with more than one child at the same school level selected

different schools for those children (Rawitsch, 1973).
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Sonnenfeld (1972), in his study of family choice in Eugene, suggests

the importance of the locatiol, of children's friends in prompting

requests for administrative transfers (see page 24). Dyke (1972:49)

reports that

Deny older children preferred attending city schools which
more of their friends attended, while younger children did
not generally express this concern. However, the older pupils
are approaching an age when peer acceptance is considered
important and issues pertaining both to distance and the number
cf friends attending suburban schools are auestioned.

The general atmosphere of the school and the school's physical plant

are noted as significant in parents' attempts to leave an inner-city

high school (see also page 24):

"Parents just don't want to send their kids there, especially
black parents . . . They don't like the atmosphere, and they
don't think the kids are learning." . . . parents. fear . . .

interracial hostility (and interracial dating), and discipline
problems . . . Then theresis the building itself . . .

students congegrating at streetside worsen the school's public
image (Keller, 1972).

Monetary costs

The fourth type of criteria affecting families' evaluation

and selection of schooling is monetary costs. These costs -- costs such

as tuition, textbook fees, lunch costs, and transportaticn fees --

are obviously of importance in the choice process, particularly for

poor people. (See page 9 for a discussion of the implications of these

costs.)
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4. THE EFFECTS OF ACTIVE FATLY CHOICE IN SCHOOLING

The existence of family choice in schooling is not widely

recognized by social scientists and has not been subject to much

study. There do exist, however, data from a few situations of active

family choice, as well as some speculation, I attempt to re -rig --

here the little that is known concerning the effects of active

(as opposed to passive) family choice in schooling. Two questions

seem central: What are the effects on the quality of schooling -.when

parents actively select schools for their children? Uhat are the

effects on the responsiveness of the schools as institutions?

Quality of Schooling

The effects of active family choice on the quality of schooling

vary, depending on how one defines "school quality." School quality

may be defined in 1:erms of educational inputs (school attendance,

quality of peer environment, quality of teaching, quality of school

facills, amount of money spent per student, etc.), in terms of

short-term educational outputs (students' learning) or in:terms of long-

term educational outputs (life-long aesthetic enjoyment, income, etc.). 13

13.Ieasurement of any of these aspects of school quality is far from
being non-problematic. The quality of peer environment is usually
measured in terms of the racial and socio-economic composition of the
student body, or in terms of scores on standardized aptitude tests.
Quality of teaching may be measured by experience (number of year.; of
tr-,ching), by the percentage of teachers with advanced degrees, by
teacher-student:ratio or by a subjective measurement of teaching
ability, arrived at via classroom observation by experts. Students'
learning is usually measured by students' performance on standardized
achievement tests. Whether these are mood indices is disputed. The

long-range impact of schooling has been studied chiefly in such gross
terms as earnings and party affiliation.
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The racial and socio-economic composition of schools. Evidence

suggests that the socio-economic composition of the student body of a

school may have significant impact on short-term outmits (see, for

instance, Coleman, et al., 1966; Dyer, 1963; Lyle, 1967; Ilayeske, 1972).

_:ace, whether as a surrogate for socio-economic status or in itself,

has also been shown to have some impact on stunt learning (s2e St.

John, 1970; Weinberg, _1963) (The effect of either of these vnri-

doles, on long-range schooling outputs is uncle r, and, is fact,

a matter of considerable dispute -- sea. Jencks, et al., 1972; Nodson,

1973.)

Lal'Ioue, (1971:139), Lyon (1971:7), Ginzberg (1971: 374), and

Katzman (1971:163-164) suzgest that poor-quality schools, particularly

those in the inner-city tend to lose middle- and upper-class,

A,_vlo children. Of the three instances where the effects of family

choice on the demographic composition of schools have been actually

studied in only one case was it found to have hang no effect. After

tae operation of the first year of its voucher experiment, the Alum

aock school district reports that no change in the racial make-up of

its schools occured (J. Levin, 1972). Rawitsch (1972:15-21) and

Sederberg and Alkire (1972:43, 50) report that schools in the lannea-

polis Experimentra Schools project heenme more socic-economically

homogeneous after one year of operation. In Eugene, Oregon, it was
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parents of pradominrntly high socio-economic status who utilized the

school transfer program -- generally going to certain schools and

way from others (Sonnenfeld, 1972:5, 23 -24).

Sudent aptitude. Rawitsch (1972:61-62) reports considerable

differences between schools in the average aptitude test scores of

children selecting to 2ttend those schools. Fox (1167:61-62),

assess_Lug the New York Open Enrollment program, notes that those

children '11() transferred Lo Opeu Enrollment schools (the schools to

which students .:ere also ;e to transfer) 74ere generally brighter thIln

those who remained in their inner-city schools.

Quality of teachin,-4. Fox (1967) also concludes that cl?ildren

transferring to Open Enrollment schools were receiving better quality

teaching (as judged by experts lino observed the teachers in action in

both the sentliag and receiving schools) than were their peers.

Student learning. Fox notes that children transferring to '..)pen

Enrollment schools had a greater improvement in their reading achieve-

ment than did their non-transferring peers (Pox; 196/). Ane, accord-

ing to Fox (1967), the achievement of other children in receiving

schools did not go down. Dyke (1972:48) reports that

Generally, urban pupils enrolled at suburban schools did not
achieve expected gains in reading or mathemntics as measured
ty their performance on NYSPEP (New York State Pupil Evalu-
ation Program) tests. Over one-half of the pupils demonstrated
decreasing, rates of achievement during the two or three year time
differenfiiIs'Ehet c;'ere exaMlned.
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A major goal of the various proposals to facilitate family choice

in schooling (see fn., page 2) is to increase the responsiveness of

schools, particularly public schools, to their clientele. It is

generally felt by proponents of these plans (sec, for instance,

CSPP, 21,rcen and Jencks, 1971; Friedman, 196.Z: 85-107; otc,)

thz.A. 11,51 allowing parentls to spend their schooling monies Vaere they

desire -- and by allowing them to leave (or never co to) dissatisfr_ctory

school situat!,.ons -- the functioning of the educational maretplace

would be such that, in the short run,at least some students would encil

up in better schools, and that in tie long run, poor schools would

be-driven out of the mhrketblace.14 Lyon (1971.:9), however, warns

14
Some educators question whether schools should be responsive

to cliantele. Bowers (1970:16-17), for instance, writes:

At present the school is caught in a situation in which it must,
for ideological reasons that both the public and school officials
,tccept, be responsive to the opinions of the people even when
these opinions interfere with freedom of thought in the classroo . .

Not all the pressures exerted on school officials are motivate.1
by generosity of public spirit; yet the school board, superin
tendents and classroom teachers must take these nressures into
account -- especially if the interest group is numerically large
or powerful in some other way . . . Although the ideology of
local control maintains the public's primacy in determining the
purpose of education, it is nevertheless essential that the
educator ad -tress himself to the question of the purpose of
education and the kind of institutional structure that would
best facilitate its realizat-L.on. If he does not do this, he will
continue to lack the autonomy necessary to protect the classroom
from tae stiflin; Pressures the public is capable of exerting.
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that facilitating, family choice is "likely to carry ris1::s c)

unacceptable variation in the quality of educational services."

Fartington (170:40), on the other haud, Lelieves that the claim that

family choice leads to increasing disparities between schools is

"fraudulent, LOCjUSe. tLiS is to say disrarity does net nlready exist."

La.,loue (1971:139) stwgests that there i3 no research to show that

public schools are atr "better" when in greater competition cdth

private schools. But Areen and Jencks (1=;72:56) contend that "there

is no evidence tIlat Catholic schools have served their children any

worse than public schools." Coons, Sugarman, anJ Clune (1970:66)

that family choice in schooling leads to "ir7roved" schooling

for everyone, comitr about particularly through the "better matching

of schools and children . . . by the judgments:_ of parents and

children than by an impersonal attendance boundary for the neighborhood

or the judgment. of an expert." H. Levin (1368:35) agrees that "even

the poor right experience some improvement in their schoolinr-," but

also believes that fa lily choice may "change the relative distribution

of schooling opportunities in such a way that present disparities in

income and opportunities among social and racial groups would increase."

Lyon (1971:3) and Fuchs (1969:56) both believe Clat family choice

tends to hold schools more accountable to parents, particularly to poor

and minority parents.



Hirschman and Lalloue suggest sore qualifications to the thesis

that f -..ily choice renders schools more responsive. Differentiating

between the responsiveness. of the market,A_sce and the responsiveness

of individual schools, Hirschman (1970:51-53, 2(-27) suqgests that

a.) not all schools would be equally responsive, in t:lat

If one assumes a complete and continuous array of varieties,
from cheap and poor-quality to expensive and high-oualitv,
then detericration of any but the top and bottom variety will
rapidly leal to a combination of exits: the quality-conscious
consumers move to the higher-price, higher-quality 7.7.roducts
ane the price conscious ones go over to the lower-price,
lowcr-qu,Lity varieties; the former will ti11 tend to get mn:

first when it -Le co.ality that declines rather than price that
rises, but the litter will net be far behind.

. . . voice is likely to play a reps: important role in
opposiag deterioration of hign-quality products than of lower-
quality product . . . If only because of economics of
scale, it is plausible that ensitv is lower in the upper ranee ,-:

of quality than in the lower and middle ranges If this is so
then deterioration of a proJuct in the upper quality range hns

to be fairly cubstantial before the quality-conscious will exit
aad switch to the next better variety_ . Hence the scope for,
and resort to, the voice option will be greatest in these
ranges; it will be comparitively slight in the mer:tium- and
1-w-quality ranges.

aid that (b) exit-causing markets may L-2nd to dissipate consumer

dissatisfaction, rather than to focus dr:

No matter what the quality elast'_city of demand, -:xit could fail
to cause any revenue loss to the individual firms if the firm
acquired new customers as it loses the old ones.

comP,-:titivelv produced new product reveal only
through use some of its faults and noxious side effects. In
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this case the claivis of the various competing producers are
likely to make for proloned experimenting of consumers T.ith
alternate brands, all equally faulty, and hence for delay in
bringing pressure on manufacturers for effective improvel:,ents
in the product, Competition in this situation is a
consideratle convenience to the manufacturers because it keeps
consumers from col.aplaining; it diverts their energy to the
hunting for the incxlstent -Improved products that might
pOssiLly have been turned out by the competition . . .

Lalloue (172:139) suggests that "marketplase analogias do not Fit well

to the eaucetional ;zorld" because

1);'4,1at:= . 4e not vied increasing Cteir s! are of thc

market in the same way rornorations du. This severely limits
the possibility of consumer accountability. Although thre is
no research on the matter, the most plausible generalization is
that the more desirble the private school, the less the
parental accountability.

uowus (1970) nosits SCV2I1 conditions necessary for choice

in schooling to be ,affective in making schools more resnonsive:

(a) the existence of alternative suppliers, (b) the freedom of

those sul,liers to offer significantly varying -.1roducts, c) the

existenc,:; of consumer control over significant resources, (d) the

freedom for consumer preferences to'influence resource allocation,

(e) the existence of an adequate means of evaluating outputs, (f)

the existence of an information sv;tem easily accessible to consumers,

and (g) the provision for payment of transportation costs.



Other Effects of Family Choice in Schooling

Two additional types of efLects of family choice in schooling

have been noted in the literature: *he effects of family choice

on parental attitudes toward the public schools, and the effects of

fanlily choice on parental involvement cho.f.ce-mahinp.

Parental attitudes toward the public sc;lools. Fuchs (1';63:55-56),

oriting about schooling Denmark, remarl:s that a significant

effect of the existence of "Free Schools" (state-sur:ported non-public

schools) is "that they remove much conflict from the nubile schools"

"o striking characteristic of ':ee Schools is ttle g.:neral

coincidence of goals on the part of narcnts, teachers,

and administrators, and the harmonious relationships between these

groups." She goes on to suggest that "an advantage of a system ,..7ith

publicly supported alternatives is that freedom from the monolithic

compulsion of huge bureaucratic organizations nay free the 7;ublic

schools of debilitating conflict." Patton and Anderson (1972:63)

believe that "parental choice in .selecting schools for their children

will tend to reduce the anti-schools sentiment that has developed

in recent years." In iinneapolis, v.jhere high school parents have fever

options to choose from than do elementary school narents, high school

parents report a higher degree of dissatisfaction with the school

district than do elementary parents (Sederberg and Alkire, 1972:10).



Paiental involvement in choice - making'. Partingten (1970:40),

Fantini (1971:93), and Rm-71ey (1969:157) posit that, !.7hen parents are

given greater opportunities to si,.lect schools for their children, not

only do they become more involved in choice-making in schooling, but

they also become more knowled[,eable and competent decision-makers

in general.

The CSPP (7971:11094-11090 speculated that parents, as they are

given treater choice in schooling

will probably want several kinds of school information that
facilitate between-school comparisons, judgments about

whether individual schools are living up to their unique
cla-ima, and qualitative school information . . . such as
other people's perceptions of school atmospheres and teacher
attitudes.

This view tends-to be corroborated by Almen (1972) who reports

evidence that, in :linneapolis, as parents have taken on greater

responsii;ilicy for selecting their children's schools, they have

perceived the need for, and demar.ded, more and better information

concerning the publicly-funded schools.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

I have now completed my discussion of family choice in schooling.

It is probably strikingly apparent to the reader of this paper that the

evidence on family choice in schooling is almost non-existent. There

has been systematic examination of neither the range of choic, options

extant in schooling today, the process of family choice in schooling,

families' evaluative criteria in selecting schools, or the effects

of family choice in schooling.

What I have attempted to do in this paper is to rough out several

aspects of the processes, contingencies, and outcomes of family choice

in schooling, both to provide a more useful framework for the study

of family choice in schooling than previously available, and to

provide some of the groundwork necessary for a theory of family

choice in schooling.

A major motivation for me to write this paper is that, due to

a forthcoming change in my personal circumstances, I do not plan, for

several years at least, to continue my examination of family choice in

schooling. I very much would like to see others become interested

in the subject and pick up the ball and run with it.

The resEarch possibilities seem endless. Of particular value,

I believe, would be an extensive ethnographic study of families

act:vely :involved in choosing schools for their children. Such a

study might best be done in locations where families have the oppor-

tunity to choose various schools within publicly-funded school districts.
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Minneapolis; Berkeley and Alum Rock, California; and Eugene, Oregon

would be excellent sites.

An ethnographic study would be valuable in that, if well done,

it could give us an insight into both families' definitions of the

reality of choice in schooling 'potentially a long way from the

definitions of social scientists, as cited in this paper), and

family decision-making processes (which social science knows so

little about in any context).

A second methodology which could prove fruitful in the study of

family choice in schooling is the survey research methodology developed

by Bock and Jones (1969) and applied to family choice in schooling

on a test basis by Jerdee and Rosen (1973). In the technique, called.

"factorial paired compari: n," schools are created, differing on one

or more of several attributes, and then paired; respondents are

asked to choose between pairs in a structured sample of each possible

pair of schools (Jerdee and Rosen, 1973:2-3). The analysis, though

complicated, leads to some very neat indices of the relative value of

various criteria in the choice of schools. Because it requires

trade-offs to be made, rather than simply asking for a rank-ordering

of valuation of criteria, the method seems to be of particular use-

fulness. (See also Jones and Jeffrey, 1964; and Richadson, 1966

for a further explication of the "factorial paired comparison" tech-

nique.)
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